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some definite direction, but which is always contrary to reason.
Again, the subject may have specific, morbid fears of certain
objects or situations—of closed or open spaces or sharp
knives, for example. Such fears, always disguises for some-
thing else, can only be traced to their source by psycho-
analysis.
It is a favourite doctrine of the Freudian school that slips,
accidents, and omissions do not really take place by chance,
but are rather manifestations of conflict in the unconscious.
Accidents frequently happen when we are taking the greatest
care: an article slips from our fingers, a blot appears on a
letter that we are writing, we say the wrong thing, and write
what we do not intend. Such occurrences, apparently trivial,
have their origin in the unconscious. They are actions which
the censor allows the repressed complexes to determine—
disguised realizations of hidden impulses. It is the repressed
complex which, as it were, jogs our elbow and causes us to drop
the article or make the blot. Persistent spoiling of exercise-
books in school, for example, may be a sign of a child's un-
conscious attitude of rebellion against the orderliness of school
and the autocracy of the teacher; while mistakes in 'polite*
letters may easily reveal our unconscious hypocrisy to ourselves.
What is usually called 'Freudian* or 'active9 forgetting has
a similar explanation. We forget to write important letters
and to post them when written; we forget names and engage-
ments in the face of strong conscious desires to remember
them. The things we forget in this way are those of which
the remembering would be unpleasant, or would lead, some-
times in a roundabout way, to unpleasant feelings. A boy
who persistently forgets to do his work, or to bring it to school
when done, is not necessarily careless or perverse. A repressed
part of his mental content probably resents his having to
perform the task at all.
Repressions may be suspected also when a person shows
excessive and unreasonable zeal in any one direction. Such
zeal, we are told by the psycho-analysts, is a 'defence mechan-
ism* or 'reaction formation3 with which the main person-
ality has to fortify itself in order to keep its exact opposite

